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Welcome
Happy International Women’s Day!
I am pleased to introduce this community-led magazine.
Our 2017 theme is ‘Celebrate our HERstory – women making waves’,
linked to Women’s History Month and our new exhibition of over 100
years of local IWD celebrations. This previously unknown past was
researched by volunteers over the last year with the support of the
Heritage Lottery Fund. We are very proud to have uncovered this
HERstory for future generations to enjoy.
The aim of this magazine is to offer something different to the typical
glossy mags. It was created by local women and girls and I want to
say a big thank you to everyone who generously shared their stories,
poems and articles. This is a collective effort, and an important
platform for women to share their stories & creativity and to be heard.
IWD Derby is a small team made up entirely of volunteers and no
paid staff. It takes a lot of work to fundraise for and organise the
festival and I feel very moved by the busy, hardworking, passionate
women on our committee who make this happen.
Thank you to all our volunteers, partners, funders, sponsors,
stallholders, performers, workshop leaders, speakers and visitors for
being a part of this special celebration.
I hope you enjoy the festival and its uplifting atmosphere. I hope you
make new connections, try something new and feel inspired to create
change. May we all remember the women who went before us, and
paved the way for us, and may we #BeBoldForChange for the next
generation.
Thank you, in sisterhood,

Vanessa

Vanessa Boon, Chair, IWD Derby (an elected voluntary role)
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A Woman’s Celebration
There is untapped strength in her tenderness
Wisdom in words spoken and dormant through thoughtful reticence.
Her stories reflect knowledge from generations gone before
Myths and legends when sisterhood was valued, a cherished treasure.
Herstory begins in the mists of understanding through experience
A contradiction of gentle, nurturing care with all the potential for a
fierce warrior.
Given a cause to defend, a child to protect, vulnerability to safeguard
She assumes the tigress mantle, the transformation complete, infinite
courage.
Her strength is drawn from goddesses of ages past, voices in dreams
Suffused with love and intelligence, their songs harmonise.
Brimming with perception they guide her thoughts and direct her
actions
Synchronization of tone to reassure, strengthen and support.
The wealth of a sisterhood reflects the colours of the rainbow
Rich with shades and textures, instilled with a myriad of melodies.
Sunrise warms her tired bones, an infusion of new energy and life
The soft glow of the sunset swaddles her sleep, bringing well deserved
peace.
Mother Earth grounds a life sentence of joy and pain, love and loss
While the heavens shelter and illuminate a woman’s complete
existence.
Half the human race, glorious womanhood, beauteous and
magnificent
Intelligence with humility, tenderness with vivacity, Celebrate our
story.
PreScribed Poetry By Siobhan C Fennell

Our HERstory
How we uncovered over 100 years of International Women’s Day events
in Derby/shire.
Last year IWD Derby partnered successfully with Culture Train to secure a
Heritage Lottery Fund grant. We began the project with just a few clues
about this local history and end it with an inspiring exhibition will be at the
festival and will then go on tour, with talks at various community groups.
The funding has enabled us to train up and involve local volunteers in
research, recording oral histories, digitising records and exhibition skills.
Activity included research at Derby Local Studies Library which revealed a
strong connection to the Suffragettes.
The Suffragette Connection
“There was a lot of excitement when we
discovered that we follow in the footsteps of
the Suffragettes, who were the early
organisers of, and key speakers at, local International Women’s Day events”
said Vanessa Boon, Chair of IWD Derby, “and it was especially moving to
discover the Suffragettes who spoke in the Market Place in 1907 and 1929
in the same spot where we hold our celebrations today. This deepens our
connection to our heritage and to this space”.

Photos of volunteers - research trip, Local Studies Library 2016

Hidden from history
One challenge that the project faced is that women’s lives and
achievements have often been left out of the historical record, and fewer
women than men are mentioned in history books, to quote Virginia Woolf

“For most of history, Anonymous was a woman”
The project team was also inspired by the words of Professor Myra Pollack
Sadker, educator, researcher, and advocate for education equity:

“Each time a girl opens a book and reads a womanless
history, she learns she is worth less”
“Whilst newspaper advertisements and announcements have been a good
source for our research, there is a lack of formal records preserved
especially prior to the 1980s” Vanessa explains, “past newspaper reports
tended to feature the big speakers and performers,
“we have decided to
but many of the women who did the organising have
remained a mystery. So we have decided to dedicate
dedicate our exhibition
our exhibition to all the unnamed women who we
to all the unnamed
will never find in the historical record, because all the
women who we will
women who have contributed over the years, named
or unnamed, keynote speakers or behind the scenes never find”
organisers, have helped to make IWD Derby what it is
today”.
Community Curation
The project team and volunteers visited Derby City Council and local
women’s charities Women’s Work, Derby Women’s Centre, Soroptimists
International of Derby and Vox Feminarum, all of which have played a role
in hosting, planning or supporting past celebrations. Each organisation has
contributed their records to the exhibition.

Oral histories were recorded with local women and girls aged four
to ninety-two, to capture their memories of local IWD events.
A ‘HERstory in the attic’ media appeal was launched to seek locals who
might have memorabilia or recollections to share. Several people came
forward including Nellie Tucker, who spotted the appeal in Derby Telegraph
Bygones in December and who was presented with an award at a past IWD
ceremony at the Mayor’s Parlour in the Council House.
Culture Train’s Director, Rosa Straw, said “This project has uncovered some
amazing history about International Women's Day in Derby and Derbyshire,
from a huge Suffragette rally, to a single speaker on Derby's market place in
the 1920s, twenty five women watching a screening of Thelma and Louise
in the 1990s, to the thousand people who visited the festival last year. We
never thought we would find so much - but it's been incredible”.

Above: Suffragette activity found in the local newspaper archives for 1907
and 1914; and IWD announcement 1929

Local volunteers have co-curated the exhibition through community
workshops (pictured above) hosted at Derby WEA (Workers Educational
Association) where women and children chose highlights for the timeline,
created artwork and poems, recorded songs and memories for the film
soundtrack and gave ideas to engage local communities in this heritage.

Above: Local newspaper snippets from 1943 and 1950
“During our community sessions women have found old newspaper
reports, minutes from planning meetings, images, plus interviewed the
women from across Derby & Derbyshire who have organised International

“We started this
project with tiny little snippets of IWD history and we end
with a packed 100-year timeline of events and moments”
Women's Day since the early 1990s” Rosa added:

Above: High profile guest speakers discovered; Suffragist & WSPU Treasurer
Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence spoke in 1914 at Temperance Hall, Curzon
Street; prominent Communist Party member and suffragist Kath Duncan
spoke on Derby Market Place 1929; Marian Ramelson author of The
Petticoat Rebellion spoke in 1950 at the Co-op Hall Chesterfield

Above: Left - 1972 newspaper reports that the Mayoress met with
Derby/shire Women’s Institute delegates and Soroptimists; right – 1985
photo of IWD Women Against Pit Closures Rally in Chesterfield
Left: 1991 Artist Olwen Ball
was commissioned to
create an IWD mural, a
12ft wall hanging displayed
at the event at Peartree
Junior School organised by
the Women’s Unit at
Derbyshire County Council.
Also 1991: Mum & daughter Anna & Neema Guatama have performed at
IWD over the decades and will perform with Shakti Academy again in 2017

A living HERstory exhibition
The project team would welcome further input – do you have memories or
records of past IWD events in the area? The online exhibition will be
updated regularly as more people come forward to add their research and
memories and to record each new year of HERstory in the making.
Left: IWD Derby posters over the years
Future generations
“Looking back at our timeline spanning so
many decades it has made us more aware
of the importance of recording what we
are doing today, for future generations”
Vanessa adds “it is sad that this history has
been hidden for so long but we are very
happy that the exhibition will now give the
women who went before us the
recognition they deserve”.
A digital exhibition with a timeline, photos,
news clippings, interviews and past posters
will also be launched during March on the
project website below.
https://derbyherstory.wordpress.com

We’ll bring the exhibition to you
Would you like us to bring this HERstory exhibition to your local
school, women’s group or venue? We are happy to give talks, run
workshops and school sessions. Contact us via our webpage at
https://womensdayderby.wordpress.com/contact-us

Thank you to all the women and children who volunteered with research
and community workshops to create our HERstory exhibition

The Women of IWD Derby
Meet your committee
Vanessa Boon, Chair
I feel it is important that our city has a local
event to mark IWD – not everyone has the
chance to go to bigger cities for the high
profile events. I’m passionate about
celebrating inspiring women and girls, past
and present, but also to renew efforts to
make more progress on equality. I feel
appalled by the violence, harassment,
objectification and inequalities endured by
women and girls worldwide but proud of our survival, achievements,
HERstory, diversity and our campaigns to make a difference.
I run my own business specialising in equality and women’s
development; I am a youth mentor, and also volunteer with the
Human Library, Amnesty International, Hope Not Hate and activism.
I am proud of the work our committee has achieved this year, with
monthly planning meetings, regular fundraisers throughout the year,
delivering our Heritage Lottery Fund supported HERstory project,
bringing women together in our choir thanks to University of Derby
Community Fund and planning a fantastic IWD Festival programme.
IWD Derby has a long tradition and there is nothing else quite like it,
bringing together a showcase of local women’s charities, sports, arts
and enterprise as well as public services, support groups and great
opportunities. However, to ensure we can keep the festival going
each year we need your support, as it is organised entirely by
volunteers – please consider how you can help – join our fantastic
team at our AGM on 9th May to get more involved!
And may we all #BeBoldForChange

Nilam Narroya, Co-Vice Chair,
IWD Derby
Hello, I'm Nilam and I have been actively
involved with IWD for about 4 years and
was nominated Co – Vice Chair of IWD
Derby at our 2015 Annual General
Meeting, and was Secretary previously. I
have been involved with the fundraising,
organising, planning and setting up of
the event.
As part of a small friendly team with a wide range of skills and
expertise, I feel very inspired to continue volunteering in my role with
IWD because it is rewarding and uplifting, always learning with
challenging new opportunities.
I have been involved with the HERstory Project attending most of the
sessions and taking part in the research, creativity and sharing
interviews of my experience of past events as well as making
connections with women who have (in history) been involved with
International Women's Day.
I feel very blessed in my life to be able to have a balanced work life as
a self-employed registered child-minder, working with children and
volunteering with Children First Derby as a Family Support Worker as
well as with IWD. As a volunteer I have face-painted many children's
smiley faces which I have been able to link with the skills in my selfemployed work.
I can proudly say let us unite together, and share our history
(herstory), celebrate our achievements and keep the chain going
from our past, to present and future years.

Amanda Skrytek, Co-Vice Chair, IWD Derby
I am honoured to be an ongoing part of this
dedicated, creative and passionate team
delivering such an important heritage and
equality event in Derby's calendar. 2016 was
a year packed full of grassroots activity in
Derby, delivered by many of our hard
working partnership organisations, and we
were both surprised and delighted to win an
award for Inspirational Team at the Vox
Feminarium Inspirational Women awards 2016.
With the support of our trustees, I planned and organised two
women's clothes swap fundraising events and a community Picnic for
Peace which was part of a nationwide movement to bring people
together, celebrating our diversity. I'm proud to live in Derby and in
my professional life as a Business Development Consultant, I enjoy
supporting third sector groups to achieve their goals through creative
marketing and enhanced organisational strategy. I took part in the
Padley all-night Sleep Out on November 4th outside Derby Cathedral,
which was a humbling and eye opening experience. Padley is such a
worthy organisation that supports some of our most vulnerable
people in Derby, so I plan to do it again this year.
International Women's Day grows bigger and more spectacular year
on year, as does the challenge of fundraising, since we have no
regular income and all our trustees donate their time for free. If
you're thinking of getting involved, then just do it! We love new ideas
and our team are from all different backgrounds, cultures and range
in age from 10 to 79. I've been involved for three years and both my
daughters and husband help out too, we support and welcome
everyone.

Fatimah Razak, Treasurer, IWD Derby
I am the Treasurer at IWD Derby. I volunteer
my time to participate in fundraising events
during the year including organising a
successful curry night. I am an Accountant
by profession and run my own business AFR
Accountancy Services. My interests include
swimming and kickboxing to stay fit and
healthy.
In my role as a Treasurer my aim is to keep
an eye on the finances and ensure our fantastic team deliver an
excellent event on budget. My fellow committee members are
dedicated and hardworking and great fun to work with. Our
combined team effort and organisation help to present a great day of
celebration which I feel proud to be a part of.

Holly, Co-Secretary, IWD Derby
Our youth ambassador, Holly is a key part of
the team, taking minutes, contributing ideas
and helping at fundraising events during the
year alongside her school studies.
Holly first discovered IWD aged 11 when her
mum took her to IWD Derby. Since then Holly
has taken on actions, spoke on-stage at the
festival and extended her volunteering and activism in the
community. Holly has joined team members on protests such as
Reclaim the Night and was recently recognised with an Inspirational
Woman under 25 award from Vox Feminarum.

Raj Hanspal, Co-Secretary, IWD Derby
I joined IWD initially as a volunteer to take
minutes on an ad hoc basis and I’m now part
of the IWD Committee.
I’m a mum of two grown up children and I
would like to shout out to all my fellow lone
parents out there. You are amazing and do a
tremendous job. In between working as a
Civil Servant, I have recently taken up yoga,
enjoying the journey it is taking me on. Also, I
love to go on long walks, read, bake and cook dishes from around the
world.
This past year has personally been very up and down for me but
highlights have been:
•
•
•

•

Compering on stage at last year’s event (anyone that knows me
would know how petrified I was).
Part of the team that won the inspirational team award from Vox
Feminarum last year.
Fundraising throughout the year to make this year’s event
possible and jointly organising a Pamper Day at The Multi Faith
Centre.
Volunteering to go on BBC Radio Derby to speak out about IWD.

I want to make a difference to women and girls suffering from health
issues and to reach out to those women and girls trying to build their
lives back up again because of abusive, violent and controlling
relationships. The world can be so daunting so don't isolate yourself.
If you're reading this and feel you are on your own, please come and
make contact. As women, we are so important and often the thing
that holds everything together so we need to look after ourselves
and take time out. I am grateful to be a part of a team that supports
and inspires each other to be the best we can be, a group that gives
up their time whilst juggling priorities to deliver a free community
event. I hope you have a great day at our event and please come by
and say hello.

Viv Lucas, Trustee, IWD Derby
Hi, I am Viv Lucas. I am a retired Mathematics
teacher and since my retirement I have
completed the Art Foundation Course at Burton
and South Derbyshire College. I enjoyed it so
much that I have since studied for a Foundation
Degree in Digital Media (photography) which I
graduated from in 2016.
If you are a retired person reading this, I would
thoroughly recommend being a mature student. I have learnt a
number of new skills and have enjoyed both working with the
younger students and helping to put on exhibitions. I have been
involved with International Women’s Day since 2013 when I was
asked to photograph the event activities, in order to help promote
future events. I soon realised what an inspirational experience it was.
Since then I have been helping to organise the event and taking part
in fund raising activities and liaising with Burton College students to
produce the posters, flyers and the magazine. The event gives the
opportunity to show Derby a diverse selection of entertainment,
opportunities for volunteering, new activities to try, thought
provoking workshops and much more.

Jess White, Trustee, IWD Derby
I'm Jess and I'm studying English and History
at University of Derby. I’m a member of the
Students’ Union Feminism Society. I joined
the IWD Derby group because feminism is a
big part of my life and I wanted to be a part of
a team that celebrates women and gender
diversity and helps raise awareness for
important gender related causes.
This year Jess has helped with IWD fundraising and Human Library
events to change perceptions.

Heidi Luker, Trustee, IWD Derby
I am a Theatre Set and Costume
Designer and Visual Artist with
commercial experience in design and
making in theatre, contemporary
dance, drama schools, TV
commercials/film and museum work.
I have for the last ten years designed, delivered and co-ordinated a
variety of engaging performance pieces and art workshops to
community groups across Derbyshire and the East Midlands. I have
organised 2 women writers’ Book Reading Events as fundraisers for
International Women’s Day, providing a forum to raise the profile of
local women authors by celebrating their achievements.
Many of my opportunities were made possible because of the belief,
support and encouragement from other women and I am constantly
aware of the importance and potential power for women to be more
creative by working together.
Carolyn Clarke, Trustee, IWD Derby
This year Carolyn has been busy writing and
publishing her series of gratitude journals
alongside her healthcare career, and being a
busy mum. She has won two inspiring women
awards for her work on promoting self-love
especially among Black girls. For IWD Carolyn
has been helping engage new stallholders
and performers and has secured support
from local businesses and jointly organised a
successful Pamper Day fundraiser at the
Multifaith Centre. Her daughters have also enjoyed getting involved
in the team.

Gemma Bruce, Trustee, IWD Derby
I am currently a MA student at the University
of Derby studying Education Studies. I am
passionate about women’s issues, particularly
using education to help enable women to
achieve their potential and lead an
empowered life. I have chosen to base my
dissertation on Female Genital Mutilation
(FGM), due to it being such an important issue
that until recently has received little attention.
This year Gemma has helped with raffle prizes,
fundraising and is helping create a school pack for our HERstory
project.

Meg, Young Member, IWD Derby
I'm a youth representative volunteer, age 10 and I
often help with fundraising at our events. I think
women/girls still face a lot of issues in 2017 that I
believe we can help with. I like sports, playing
with friends and learning. I hope other children in
Derby can volunteer in this community. I enjoyed
taking part in the HERstory research project,
looking for clues. I also think the new president of
America (Donald Trump) needs to listen to
women and girls a lot more to make America great again like he
claims he wants to. Also I want to try new things like crafts, art and
other things. I have a rabbit and three geckos and I enjoy going to
Just Girls club at the Mandela Centre. I first came to IWD with my
mum and my older sister Holly, my mum had said she was going to
meetings that involved women's rights, I didn't know what to think
really but I went along to a women's day meeting and that’s how I
became a volunteer.

Your words, your poems, your voices
Thanks to everyone who wrote for us!

Care note: This section contains some mature and challenging
themes including experiences of gender-based violence. We aim to
amplify women’s voices by providing this platform for expression. Views
expressed are those of the writer. If you have been affected by these
issues or feel triggered, please see the local support groups and helplines
provided at the end of this magazine – know that support is there for you.
We hope you feel inspired by the words of women and supporters
featured here.

Oh women Oh women of today's society, please come share your
personality.
Let's not fight and be against one another, let's come together and
love each other.
We will listen while you speak. Share your thoughts please don't feel
weak.
Draw your imagination, while we admire your creation. See all your
hard work this year and see if we can support each other for next
year.
Oh women oh women we are here to strive. Hurdles we will pass
sure will make us thrive.
Come join us at the women’s day event Saturday 11th of March
2017, then you sure won't miss 2018.
By Rizwana Yusuf

Risen
Epic journey to Forgiven
Given self a break through;
From fearing
Simple Effective Ease
Gentle Breeze
That album of collective grief
Alchemy into Peace
Given
Up
To allow more Fun Source Love Joy Faith Sleep
Bliss!
Experienced missions impossible
Now cruising on Elevated completeness
I’m Super Woman JB
My starched cape on unlimited lease
And my Barbie cream-cheese smile is stamp-freezed and
Smothered in secret epiphanies
My celebrity figurines
Striking Vogue poses
Pilates Tall
Exercising the propensity of seeing what I’d prefer
The sensations of having it all
Soar
Taking flight
Ideas smouldering
Positive
Liquid chemistry ensures
Nice!
The pounce after the crawl
I’ve initiated a tremendous amount for sure
Like the steely gaze of a cheetah; I want it all

Allowing Nature in reception answering all my calls
While I’m pinpricking chaos and melting firewalls
My Yoga-ing flexibility opens joints as well as new doors
Downstream to Home
To Shore
Even in the highest falls
“Epic : Rise-Up”
My movie soundtrack, my Lioness roar
My auditory senses speakerphone my applause
On mute sometimes before –
Like self-appreciation was an assault course
While embarking up Mountains ledges exploring Miraculous allure
Now trusting in my Gorgeousness-Galore
Whilst Reinstalling gut decision-making exploring Galaxies Galore
Manifesting
Intentioned magnificent yes thoughts
Basking in Beliefs
That baby blue sapphire skies will reflect on murky waters once more
While Sun-kissed crysanths and Sunflower Power plants continue to
restore
Isn’t Ease a natural law
As pleasure moments blend into its contrast
Of life’s cutthroat blades of apple green grass
The tapestry rendezvousing through the whole experience
Expanding
Harmonising symphonies of bird chants en masse
In all circumstance
Following their call
Allowing my music my song my dance
To Rise-Up warrior Style
Making ‘easy does it’, my cure
I’m rooting for Mother Nature’s stability as law
(c)opyright Jo-Anne Blackwood January 2017

A message from Alice
Pacing in the darkness I count each step as my foot falls
My body may be jailed but my soul cannot be smothered by walls.
I count as I pace. Twelve steps. That really is as far as I can go.
Give up Woman. Turn back. By now you really should know.
If I should go the other way, just six steps it would allow
This cell may be my new world but I know what I must do now.
The war rages on beyond the room in which I’m trapped
Man’s inhumanity to man. Civilisation destroyed and attacked.
Half the human race are the females that raise the men
We don’t abdicate all our power. It has been stolen by them.
Women are born into life imprisonment, by any other name
This war is no answer to the aggressive power of male shame.
I will not be broken. I draw strength from centuries of sisterhood.
No God is needed to sustain our battle and we need not shed blood.
Physically abused with lies ensuring my reputation is in tatters
I know I fight for Women’s justice. A cause above all other matters.
I cannot condone violence whatever the fight might be
In another place or time I can only hope Humankind will agree.
I count as I pace. Twelve steps. This really is as far as I can go.
I am Alice Wheeldon. This is my story. Please let your children know.
Siobhan C Fennell
February 2017

Emerciana Desouza
Introduction: I am a local creative, you can usually find me at spoken
word evenings in and around Derby or running creative arts
workshops in the community.
As a queer woman of colour, visibility of all aspects of my identities
are essential for survival, for myself and for others like me too.
Sharing stories, art and poetry are a crucial part of this too.
I come from a line of strong women, who against all odds have made
it through, in cultures that had stifled and stigmatised their suffering.
Most strikingly my grandmothers, who each travelled as single
mothers: one through India with three children and the other Africa
with five children. Cultures which predominantly view women as
second class citizens with less rights, never mind without a husband
(abusive or not). I respect their strength and courage so much.
Though I cannot imagine what they went through, I am so inspired.
Their stories are sadly not so unique, they are still echoed in what I
hear today: in the media, conversations with friends, in my wider
community and globally. This is the inspiration for my poem.
In sharing this, I hope to reach someone who may need to hear this so this is for you!

*Mind of Her Own*
Their eyes,
Are looking,
at me,
What,
Do,
they see?
But an utter,
Tragedy,
A 'girl',
That has left,
the confines,
Of 'her' place,
In society.
"Its almost as if,
she has a mind,
of her own"
Says He.
Its almost as if,
I do,
It seems,
That it may be,
Possible,
for me,

To create,
my own,
destiny,
not repeat,
the oppressive
nature,
of what,
has been,
of what,
has played out,
in my ancestory,
women who are
beaten,
silenced and kept
unseen,
far stronger than
the 'men',
who are taught to
control,
with their
internalised,
patriarch,
and misogyny,

Or pretend,
to be dumb,
Just to evade,
your ridicule ,
And succumb,
To a cultural
pressure,
Or be shunned

So,
I am not sold,
That I should be,
Under anyones,
thumb,

I live,
in solidarity,
to them,
to be me.

I will be dead to
you,
Rather than alive,
But rather I be
dead,
Than have to,
Continue,
to hide,
But,
I live,
in solidarity,
to them,
to be free,

By Emerciana Desouza

Sophie Sparham is a writer and spoken word
artist from Derby. “The following poem is taken
from a series written and performed as a
project for UK Young Artists. The poems,
featured in the zine I created, called Dead Air,
focus on revolutionary figures who aren't widely
known”.
www.sophiesparham.co.uk
Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera: The shot glass that was heard
around the world
Meet me on Christopher Street
And I'll place flowers in your hair
Meet me on Christopher Street
Let's talk revolution there.
My revolution comes from thrift shops,
From four dollar wigs and priceless spoons of honey
From glitter and spice and talking not so nice
In order to bring in the money
And my revolution comes from street corners,
From visibility.
From throwing shot glasses in gay bars
The whole world is a stage.
And we are its STARs.
Because there's people sleeping under bridges
While most choose to stroll past
Their hearts are packaged the same, yet are considered second class
And there are those whose hopes will never sail
Who keep their love at bay
Because when you come out, you're only taken in and locked away

Let history build its white stonewalls
Pay it no mind.
Bricks mean nothing to the homeless spirit
They know no boundaries,
They cannot be cemented into pages
They cannot be written into time
Their kindness cannot be captured
There is no river they will not cross
So cross the river with me
When the whole world is yours
How can you ever get lost?
Fact file:
Marsha P Johnson and Sylvia Rivera were trans women of colour who
fought for LGBT rights in the Stone Wall Riots and both remained
activists long after.
Marsha P Johnson and Sylvia Rivera founded the gay and transgender
activist organization STAR in 1970. Star stood for Street Transgender
Action Revolutionaries.
Star house used to take in homeless people, that had been kicked out
or turned away because of their sexuality or gender.
Together Marsha and Sylvia were a visible presence at gay liberation
marches and other radical political actions.
Rivera also became involved in Puerto Rican and African American
youth activism, particularly with the Young Lords and Black Panthers.
In the 1980s Johnson continued her street activism with ACT UP,
which is an AIDS direct action group.

Becky Deans runs a successful writers' group in Ripley, Derbyshire.
She has recently been selected for the writing ambitions: Derbyshire
Residencies scheme, where she will deliver a series of creative
writing sessions to survivors of domestic abuse. She published her
first novella, Exposé, in 1999 (UEA texts series) and has an MA in
Creative Writing (prose) from UEA. As well as writing poetry, prose,
and songs, she is a copywriter, saxophone teacher, gigging musician
and parish councillor. Becky’s blog: www.beckydeans.com

This is from a series of poems focused on violence against
women and domestic abuse:
This is my Refuge
All is calm and white and open. Nothing
Is perched, ready to fall. Surfaces
Are clear and useful. Bookshelves
Empty. Words
Drip onto the page but never stick.
There are too many changes to track
too many tracks to change
and you never listen.
Dreams run on emptiness.
You held me down so long
I came out of the other side.
Now watch me fly.

(c) Becky Deans 2017

HERtz: Writer and musician seeking safe spaces to
publish my stories ~
In the library I met a traveller, a wild woman. She
wanted a safe haven, she said, so I took her to Yaffle for
lunch before rushing off to work. She had a bicycle
loaded up with her belongings. She was Australian and
had come to England spontaneously to cycle from
Brighton to Edinburgh. So far she’d made it to the
Midlands, not knowing where she’d stay each night.
I was fascinated by the story and the woman. She was fatigued and
anxious; her skin was brown and weathered, her nails black with dirt,
and she was wonderful. You could tell she was out on the edge
emotionally, but she was vital, pushing at life, testing limits.
Some days ago in Bristol, she’d met a man she had an instant
understanding with, and they’d journeyed to Nottingham together. It
was a deep, beautiful kinship; a bittersweet parting. She was travelling
on.
I told her, “The man I’m in love with lives in Brighton.”
“In Brighton? What are you doing here?!” she exclaimed, not
missing a beat. I explained. It was painful but I needed to tell her, and
she got it. She said frankly, “You’re right – you can’t wait for him. Leave a
space, but don’t wait. It’s a hard thing to do.”
Leave a space, but don’t wait. I think about that all the time. She had an
ex who’d once called her at a fragile moment, saying, “I just need to
speak to a fellow creature!” Fellow creature; I loved that. She described
him wistfully as “a gypsy, another traveller, like me.” She longed to meet
someone to travel with, to ease the anxiety of always sleeping with one
eye open. I long for that frequently. I wished I could travel with her, but
as it was I barely had time to join her for lunch.
I should’ve asked her to stay with me a day or two; she was reeling from
the intensity of the journey and homelessness. I would’ve liked to have
looked after her, I guess because her emotional state resonated with my
own. Instead, I gave her my number, saying “Call me if you need a
friendly ear.”
“Thank you, fellow creature,” she grinned, hugging me.
She never called - that was expected. Wild things come in from the cold
of their own choosing. She’s free in her mind and learning to hold it all
lightly. I hope Bristol Guy contacts her and says gentle things that make
the pain of parting sweet. And that Edinburgh’s bursting with fellow
creatures.

Alice Smith is a writer, poet, teacher, mother, playwright, performer and
campaigner for the elimination of violence against women. Most of all she
is a survivor. She wrote and toured her first play Swingerella's Dark Fairytale
in the UK in 2015 with a run at Edinburgh Fringe, In 2016 she performed her
show at the Women's Economic Forum in India and then set up Goddesse
Education to campaign and raise awareness of dv through creativity and the
arts. She travelled and performed at the WAVE (Women against violence in
Europe) conference in Berlin, the first conference of the Women's Equality
Party and then helped campaign for the ratification of the Istanbul
convention in December at the House of Commons. The private member's
bill was passed. Find out more by visiting her website
www.swingerella.co.uk or YouTube - Alice Smith Poet.
One day
One day you will count a thousand beautiful things
and not stop at 13.
Where you had been and what you were shame faced, blamed child, hated will be less important than what you can be beauty, power, unstated.
You will still remember.....but...
one day you will feel....and sit alone
with sunshine for company
and not look to the side for a shadow.
You will be light
to so many seeking the truth in flight.
One day you will collect friends like shells
instead of treading on them by accident.
Time spent really will be love spent.
One day you will shine out of the spotlight.
The hard gaze of early days will seem just a phase.
You had no choice
to find your voice but now.....
Now....
One day you will contemplate,
belatedly embrace
not the crazy....
the Free.
Alice Smith. copyright Swingerella 2017

Camara Reed
Introduction: After spending many years
getting life seriously wrong with a consistent
stream of traumatic consequences,
everything suddenly fell into place and made
sense. Now I use the wisdom to help many
people who are struggling to not only get
their lives on track but to thrive beyond
what was possibly ever imagined.
TIME TO SERIOUSLY TAKE A STOCK
Take a punch here and take a kick there, then declare your love
whilst you live in deep despair.
But you know the truth; you know it won't stop,
Don't take it as your fault, trust me it's not.
TAKE TIME TO SERIOUSLY TAKE A STOCK. TAKE TIME TO SERIOUSLY
PUT A STOP.
There is no love in violence, only twisted fear and control. It's all
about dominion of your mind, body and soul.
Violence is for the weak and small, it's used as a tool to pretend to
stand tall.
TAKE TIME TO SERIOUSLY TAKE A STOCK. TAKE TIME TO SERIOUSLY
PUT A STOP.
How can you grow into yourself whilst living in this prison? How can
you know the joys of life and all that you are missing?
Courage is having the strength to face up to your fears. Courage is
making a stand for your life in order to let go of your tears.
TAKE TIME TO SERIOUSLY TAKE A STOCK. TAKE TIME TO SERIOUSLY
PUT A STOP.
By Camara Reed

Tara Morris
Introduction: In 2010 I started to become involved in LGBT projects
and joined Transcend which became a charity supporting gender
identity & gender variance, of which I was a trustee then later Chair
of before merging with Derby Friend forming Derbyshire LGBT+. I am
involved in a lot of local community projects such as International
Women's Day Derby, Spectrum Derbyshire & Vox Feminarum.
Around the same time I started a Facebook group now known as
Trans Rights UK. I also got involved with East Midland's LGBT Unison
in 2014. In 2015 I was elected Trans officer on the National LGBT
Labour group which I have supported at events such as Prides. I have
attended meetings such as the Trans Equality follow up, which
started a campaign, Equality Can't Wait which was launched at a
fringe meeting in Liverpool during the Labour conference.
A poem for The Rain by Tara Morris
One cold winters night I lay listening to the wind and the rain.
I was longing to be outside feeling natures elements as Gaia is
washing last year’s pain.
Getting rid of all that is foul and decay, so that things don't remain
the same.
So if the weather is not to your liking, please don't complain.
Although the heavy waters may drive you insane, a Goddess has no
need to explain.
Breaking Bonds by Tara Morris
As your criticisms last.
Within affairs, the knowledge you don't have, I will close the door of
our past.
My future you will not forecast. I will shut down psychic
communication of your negative intervention.
You shall not break my mast, as I reach my destination fast.
I will put a stop to your ignorant childish retaliation.
The memories of me are too old. Within me your influence no longer
holds. Like the untruthful
stories you've told. You are not the creator of my mould.

Siobhan Callanan
Introduction: My name is Siobhan, I
am 29. I am married and have a little
human called Cillian who is nearly two
who likes to stick his fingers in my belly
button whilst I am on the toilet, his
other favourite things to do are
opening and closing doors and
chewing on books.
Anyway, back to me! I am a stay at
home mum who is into all things spiritual and holistic, I like to do
yoga, meditate and eat vegan but I also love lazy duvet days and
anything covered in chocolate- it's called balance!
TACKLING TABOO TOPICS
My vagina is itchy... My left boob is bigger than the other... I have an
extremely hairy back...
When was the last time you heard these questions from your friends,
family, work colleagues slotted into your usual Does my bum look big
in this... Do you like this colour lipstick on me... Would I suit a fringe?
weekly catch up at Costabucks over your latte?
Never? I'm not surprised.
We all have those one or two people we can talk to about anything
too, don't we? I hope so! but even with these kindred spirits, why,
when it comes to female problems is it only ok to discuss these things
in private, under your breathe when no one else is listening or
online?

Society has a way of dictating what we can and can't talk about
openly and that's what I want to change, I want to live in a world that
breaks the taboos and lets women talk about what's on their mind no
matter what that may be, with no judgements, no dodgy looks and
no embarrassment.
Everyday millions of women are suffering silently with problems such
as incontinence and alopecia, not to mention mental health issues
like schizophrenia, post-natal depression and OCD, embarrassed to
talk to, not only their friends but even doctors.
I want to promote the normalisation of taboo topics within women to
the point where the deepest taboo is told with a shrug of the
shoulders.
I would love to start a blog/ advice column on all things taboo, You
pee when you cough? Yeah me too and here are 5 other people I
know who do too and here's some advice and treatments available to
you. You have a hairy big toe? Well let me tell you a funny story
about my friend (let's call her) Sue and her hairy toe.
We need to start talking to each other, to our mothers, our friends,
our daughters, we need to make these topics public and open to talk
about in hopes that it reduces the number of women hiding away at
home on their phones hoping there's someone, somewhere on a blog
or a chatroom that is experiencing the same thing they are.
All women deserve to talk about whatever's on their mind because
being a woman is hard enough without the taboo topics taking up the
valuable space in their mind.

Claire Rhatigan
I'm Claire. I live in Derby, and have done some volunteering within
the community here. I'm part of the Derby Hollaback! team, and am
planning to get more involved with social justice activism in Derby.
Hollaback! You have the power to end street harassment!
I'm really excited to tell you about a brand new project that's starting
in Derby. Hopefully you'll want to get involved with it!
The project is called "Hollaback!". It first came to life in New York, in
2005. Since then, it has branched out to cities across the world, now
including Derby! Derby Hollaback! has been set up by a collective of
individual positive social change activists, and are eager to help tackle
street harassment in Derby. Hollaback is a diverse and inclusive
organisation, and has an intersectional approach.

Our goal is to work towards changing the culture around street
harassment, and to push for a change in policy, to help prevent street
harassment from continuing.
Please follow our progress by joining our group on Facebook
facebook.com/groups/Hollaback.Derby/

Elizabeth Blades
Introduction: I am a practising artist, art
tutor and the designer of the new IWD
Derby festival logo and Volunteer t-shirt.
Storyteller
I can be a bit of a daydreamer, the kind
that has her head in the clouds.
A short attention span could be put
down to my dyslexia, but I like to think it's because there are so many
things I want to draw or make.
Even though my dyslexia effects my numeracy and literacy I have
always been encouraged to write even if I can’t spell a word properly.
I adore books and reading, when I was young, I would read aloud to
myself thinking up a story by following the pictures. Imagery would
be my way to communicate so I would sit and draw for hours.
Through my drawn lines I am describing what I can not put into
words.
A decade after completing my degree I freelance as an art tutor in
schools, community settings and I teach life drawing, I joined a
writers group, keep a monthly blog and have even written my first
story. It will be a dark, creepy fairytale incorporating my beliefs in
female empowerment and characters who celebrate diversity which I
feel is lacking in popular fiction. I plan to self-publish in a graphic
novel format through a kickstarter campaign.
Follow me on social media to be kept updated and to find out more.
https://elizabethbladesart.com

Jessica Eaton
I am a doctoral researcher in forensic psychology with the Centre for
Criminological and Forensic Psychology where I specialise in the
societal factors that underpin victim blaming and shaming of women
and girls. I am a national specialist writer, speaker and trainer in
sexual violence. I am the Founder and Chair of The Eaton Foundation,
the first male mental health centre in the UK. I have a blog called
victimfocus. I am a 26 year old feminist mother of two boys.
Nationally, I am know as an expert in my field - however, I am
perhaps, not as well known for being a woman who has experienced
over 7 years of sexual violence. With this poem, I stand with all
women and girls who have lived through gender-based oppression,
abuse and violence.
Learn more at: www.victimfocus.org.uk

Derby Peoples Diary
DPD is an online calendar of
events for community &
campaigning in Derby.
You can easily list events,
and find out what else is
going on. Most of the events
are organised by grassroots
groups, but we also
welcome more mainstream events if they are raising awareness of
social justice issues.
https://derbypeoplesdiary.org/

Benjii Hardie
Introduction: Hey!! I'm Benjii and I'm a
volunteer on the IWD Derby festival day, this
is my second year being a volunteer with
such an amazing team! I love performing
arts and am a member of Drama
Incorporated. I am completely dedicated to
making the lives of others better which is
why I work in the RSPCA charity shop in
Alvaston, I am also a political activist and a trainee teaching assistant on the
course Supporting Teaching and Learning at the Derby Roundhouse College.
"Who's the man in the relationship?"
When I reveal I am gay and/or I'm in a relationship I am often asked this
question, which if I'm honest confuses me. As a gay individual in a gay
relationship surely the need of such a question is irrelevant but then I think
deeper into how the media portrays gay people in society and it's always
the same way! It's as if you come out as gay and instantly have to wear
make up, become camp and be obsessed with fashion. It's as if you sign a
book to say all of my individual qualities will be destroyed for the media's
idolised gay qualities. So when will people in society realise that every
single gay individual is different to the next, and that one gay person in the
UK is not the same as a gay person in South Africa for example. Just like any
person each gay individual has different experiences, different hobbies and
interests and different views on not only political issues but cultural issues.
So when you think of a gay person don't think of the media's portrayal, for
example, go to my introduction and you will know one gay person, not all.

Maninder Lloyla
Introduction: I am a commercial interior
designer from Derby and founder of The Free
Woman Project. The FWP is a project that
turns non-biodegradable materials such as
wallpaper into notebooks. I have a long term
vision of supporting global artisans by
providing them with an online marketplace
which connects them to the UK consumer. I
live in Stenson Fields and work in Derby
The Free Woman Project will be at the IWD Festival
www.freewomanproject.com
Maninder has kindly donated artwork to help IWD Derby raise funds via
RedBubble–

Yes Yes Siblinghood! Non-binary Inclusion in Women's Spaces
By Sam Hope & Freyja Love.
What do we mean by non-binary (NB)? NB is a term that refers people who
do not fully align with the gender binary i.e. with the identity "man" or
"woman. NB identities are encompassed by the trans umbrella and are
therefore part of the LGBTQIA+ community.
This is why NB people refer to themselves as the gender neutral term
sibling(s) or sib(s) instead of the binary terms brother and sister, hence the
title. You may also hear terms like 'agender', 'genderfluid' and
'genderqueer' or specifiers such as 'femme'.
Why is non-binary inclusion in women's spaces important?
There's an idea that non-binary people inhabit a magical pixie land slap
bang in between "man" and "woman". If only it were that simple! The
reality is that non-binary identities span a multitude of experiences, all of
which have in common an inability to fully align with a legal and social
binary gender. A gender imposed (sometimes surgically in the case of
intersex people) based purely on body shape. Many non-binary experiences
overlap significantly with those of women, and nearly all non-binary people,
whatever their birth assignment, experience misogyny or misplaced
misogyny.
What is best practice for accommodating non-binary siblings?
The myth is that trans people push their way into women's spaces and that
this is a risk. Nottingham Women's Centre (NWC), trans inclusive for 18
years, tells a different story; the Centre is under-used by trans people.
Trans people, particularly trans women, experience disproportionate levels
of domestic violence, sexual assault, and child sexual abuse. Socially
marginalised people are easily victimised. Services are beginning to grasp
that there are vulnerable people out there desperately in need. Who are

experiencing misogyny but excluded because they do not wish to have
certain socially loaded words forced onto them.
Could we still call it a women's space but respect the pronouns and
diverse identities of the people who use it?
Check out NWC's new inclusion policy at
http://www.nottinghamwomenscentre.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/05/Trans-inclusion-policy-2017.pdf. It still centres
women. It's not inviting non-binary people like Eddie Izzard, who lives
mostly as a man. But it does recognise there are many non-binary people,
whether assigned male or female at birth, who live as women, or are read
as and treated as women in this binary society on a full time basis.
These people deserve services without having to conform to a binary
identity. Yes yes, siblings, we really can be liberated from the binary and
still have safe spaces!
______________________________________________________________
Kirstie Adamson
I am a magazine and junkmail collage artist. I am a partner at EcoCreate art
and craft network. Promoting eco friendly creating both locally and online.
Breaking Taboos & Raising Awareness Through Art
How living with endometriosis has led me to curate an invisible illness
exhibition. "Take your broken heart and turn it into art" Carrie Fisher
The Project: My experience of living with endometriosis and adenomyosis
inspired me to curate an exhibition to raise awareness of invisible illness. It
will take place in March 2018 at Banks Mill Studios, Derby.
'Behind the Smile' aims to explore living with issues such as chronic pain,
depression & anxiety. Hoping to break taboos & raise awareness. So far
there are seventeen artists involved but we would welcome more.
www.kirstieadamson.co.uk

Diana Higman
My name is Diana, in 2008 I
suffered acute liver failure;
within 2 weeks I was told I
needed a liver transplant due
to my immune system
attacking my liver. My life was
turned upside down. After a
year I started to get my
strength back and started
cycling with the Birmingham
transplant team, the rest as they say is history, I now cycle for the GB&NI
team.
After suffering liver failure I spent a year getting over this and getting my
strength back. I started cycling, I was rubbish at it, and had an old bike from
Ebay, but I did my first race and although I said I’d never ride a bike again I
did.

I got a better bike joined my local cycling club and was always left behind,
which I didn't mind I got great support from my fellow cyclists.
I went to work in a bike shop and set up rides and did talks to fellow women
cyclists, which got women on their bikes. I still do these rides now for all
women so that no one gets left behind.
I also help at some sessions at the Track on the novice sessions I get great
satisfaction helping women with confidence and empowering women.

Twitter: @ dianahigman

Saima Majid
Introduction: Saima Majid is a
Fashion/Textile designer. She was born
and raised in the Midlands to Pakistani
parents. Following her studies in Textile
Design at Loughborough University she
moved to London to pursue a career in
Fashion. In London Saima designed
ranges for various global brands,
amongst them Laura Ashley, Monsoon
and Alexandalexa.com. Saima now uses
her knowledge and experience and
blends it with her romantic vision to
create her luxury accessories range.
My journey to starting a Fashion Brand
It was December 2015 and I was living in North London. I had been in the
wonderful city of London for the last fourteen years working as a
Fashion/Textile designer. I had arrived here straight out of university,
excited, curious, and ambitious. Over the years, the city had given me so
much. In this vibrant creative hub, I had met the most interesting people,
heard wonderful music, seen beautiful dance and art and eaten incredible
world cuisine. It had given me a career that allowed me to design wonderful
products and taken me to so many places in the world. I had also given the
city so much of myself and at this moment in the winter of 2015 knew that
it was time to make a change and take a different path. I therefore decided
that I would move back to my birthplace, Derby.
Time had changed me and over the last fourteen years I had grown
mentally and emotionally. I had always been drawn to vibrancy whether
that came through people, experiences or materials. I enjoyed the company
of people with whom I could engage in deep conversations and that had
individuality, particularly those that did not follow the status quo and had a
twinkle in their eyes. Maybe this was due to the fact that I myself had often

felt like a misfit and could relate.
I liked to be surrounded by the things that spoke to my heart and soul.
These came in the form of music, romance, the past, dance, art, fashion,
architecture, food, conversation, world cultures, travel, and literature.
Without knowing it, I had been collecting a library of resources through all
of my life experiences and had developed a need to invest it all. My own
brand would give me an outlet to do this.
Being a British born Muslim Pakistani female, life at times had been
challenging and a lot of obstacles were overcome. When fiercely
independent and creative were thrown into that mix it created a ticking
time bomb waiting to explode. This is what led to the turning point in my
life. I knew that I was capable of doing something special and maybe for the
first time in my life had complete self-belief both as a human being and a
designer. I had a voice that I wanted others to hear through my work and so
it was time to go it alone and thus my scarf brand Saima Majid was born.
In March 2016 I launched my range of digitally printed scarves. This range
was called 'Nostalgia' based on the memories of childhood holidays. It was
bold and vivid, definitely a statement collection. The prints were designed
to add colour and drama to an outfit. I really value the importance of
femininity and strength and like the ladies that wear my pieces to stand out
and celebrate their femininity. I like to give joy through my work. Over the
last year I am delighted that so many women have invested in and worn my
scarves. Women of different ethnicities, ages, professions, shapes and sizes.
Going forward, it is my dream to give back in a bigger way through
philanthropic work and by supporting young aspiring entrepreneurs. I have
already started exploring these routes and as the business grows I hope
that this becomes a more integral part of my organisation.
www.saimamajid.uk

Emma Monkman
Introduction: I have my own
motorbike instruction company
based in Derby. We specialise in
confidence building and training
those who may have not considered
two wheels before. I live in Belper
with my partner and 3 dogs. I
studied a BSc in International
Relations at the University of Derby and graduated in July 2016. In
September 2017 I will be attending Keele University to study
Environmental Politics.
I have been volunteering for several organisations for over 20 years
and this year will be starting my own charity, Theo's bike.
Born in the 1970's to feminist parents and a female sibling it
surprises me not that I now have my own motorbike instruction
company. From a very young age my sister and I were taught to be
independent and self-sufficient. In childhood I grumbled , as an adult
I am constantly grateful. Sundays were spent tinkering with the
family's wide array of old bangers or riding bikes, swimming or going
out as a family on an adventure. We were and are blessed.
Everything since has been part of a journey to where I find myself
today.
I left school at 16 after having done really rather well, especially
considering my wayward nature. I then went on holiday with my
sister only to return 2 years later after travelling through Europe. On
my return I got a job with an airline and stayed with them for well
over 15 years. At this stage I was in my early 30's with a career, my
own home, licences to operate fixed wing and rotary aircraft,
motorbikes and cars. I also had premature ovarian failure, chronic
mental health issues and 2 wonderful dogs! Something akin to a midlife event ensued and I accepted redundancy, moved to the
countryside (with the dogs) and enrolled at university. This proved to
be the best, and toughest, decision I have ever made.

Later that very same year the partner I had moved to live with died
very suddenly. 3 weeks after he died one of my dogs died and I very
nearly became homeless. That was six years ago. I now have an
undergraduate degree, a new home, my own business, a new partner
and 3 dogs. I am also mentally well for the first time since those
perfect childhood days. I made it to happiness and it is wonderful to
be here. I picked up another licence on the way too, PSV!
I have spent my life challenging stereotypes of gender and mental
ability so being a woman in a male dominated area, such as motor
biking, is just one more step on the journey to equality and
acceptance. My company, Derby Motorbike Training Ltd, is proud to
be different. We want to introduce two wheel travel to those who
may have been put off by its masculine image. I like motorbikes
because they are environmentally gentle, fun and I never feel more
independent than when I am with my machine. But don't take my
word for it, join me and see.

*** OFFER*** Anyone
wishing to
#learnwithdmt as a
result of International
Women's day will
receive a 10%
discount on
motorbike instruction
www.derbymotorbiketraining.com

Jude Adams
Introduction: I am a 57 year old singer/songwriter living in Kent but born
and brought up in Burton upon Trent. I return regularly to visit family and
occasionally to go and watch the Albion!

The Most Extraordinary Adventure
This Girl, This Woman, my debut album, was written during a very
introspective but strangely inspiring time. It focuses on relating and
exploring the story of hidden passions: love for music and why I felt
unable to share my singing voice in public until I was 50, and love of and
belief in myself: being diagnosed with a chronic illness brought performing
to an abrupt halt after just 2 years, but served as a catalyst to start writing
and to release my debut album aged 57.
The content of the songs revolves around and reflect on love in its many
forms, but how it evolved is also a tale of love.
That relationship with singing remained a private one into adulthood until I
met my partner Marg. She bought me singing lessons. My first performance
was to 100 people at my 50th birthday party.
Read more of Jude’s inspiring story at http://www.judeadamssings.net
Claire Smith
I am a International Coach, Intuitive healer and Reiki
Master. I have formed a new group of women called
Spiritual Sisters based in the Midlands for likeminded individuals that have an interest in their Self
Development, General Well-Being, and Spirituality.
If you would like further information please contact:.
www.inspiriter.co.uk

PCC (Police & Crime Commissioner) Hardyal
Dhindsa urges women to be bold in support of
victims and the vulnerable
The world – including Derbyshire – has
benefited from many inspirational women
down the years. From the suffragettes to
present day supporters of the vulnerable, our
county has benefited from countless wonderful
women united in determination and
compassion to inspire a safer, fairer future for all.
Their successes and amazing efforts to achieve a better world for women
and girls, is why International Women’s Day is celebrated each year. It’s a
day for cheering those who step boldly forwards to bring about change.
Change for the better is rarely easy to achieve. But standing side by side,
women become stronger in their campaigns to overcome crimes that
include domestic abuse, FGM and forced marriage.
Today, I urge all women to be bold in raising awareness of powerlessness
and fear, and of the protection and support that is available for those in the
grip of abuse. To victims I say: seek help and advice, report incidents in
confidence to the police or to a responsible person. Believe that nobody has
the right to harm you.
Domestic abuse services I have commissioned include Refuge (helpline
0800 085 3481), in Derby City. Refuge offers refuge, outreach and
resettlement support to women and children who have experienced
domestic violence, stalking, honour-based violence, trafficking, forced
marriage and Female Genital Mutilation (FGM).
I’m also proud to have renewed my own pledge to the White Ribbon
campaign, encouraging men to stand against violence towards women.

It’s clear that victims and those at risk of abuse need expert support which
is why I have commissioned Derbyshire Domestic Abuse Services (helpline
– 08000 198 668) to provide services and information to people
experiencing domestic violence in Derbyshire’s county council area.
Included is a personalised support service to help with safety plans, the
court process, refuges and counselling.
Abuse is never acceptable and we need to be bold as we work together to
deliver change.

Sources of support and campaigns to get involved in
Over 40 charities and services exhibit at our annual festival offering support
and raising awareness of vital issues. We hope that the IWD Festival and
magazine have inspired you to take action to improve the lives of women
and girls around the world. You don’t have to take on everything at once; it
starts with looking after YOU.
National Domestic Violence Helpline tel. 0808 2000 247
Freephone 24-Hour
Run in partnership between Women's Aid and Refuge
Everyday Sexism Project
Send in your experiences of sexism
www.everydaysexism.com Twitter @EverydaySexism
Stop Street Harassment
Dedicated to documenting and ending gender-based street harassment
worldwide. www.stopstreetharassment.com
Twitter @StopStHarassmnt
Black Feminists
A safe space to discuss the specific issues that affect Black women.
www.blackfeminists.org Twitter @blackfems
T in FeminisT
Highlights the specific issues experienced by trans women relating to both
sexism and transphobia.
www.tinfeminist.wordpress.com
FWD (feminists with disabilities) for a way Forward
www.disabledfeminists.com
Forward UK (Foundation for Women's Health Research and Development)
This is an African Diaspora women led charity dedicated to advancing the
sexual and reproductive health and rights of African girls and women..
www.forwarduk.org.uk @FORWARDUK

Karma Nirvana
Charity supporting and speaking up for victims and survivors of Forced
Marriage and ‘Honour’ Based Abuse, led by Jasvinder Sanghera.
http://www.karmanirvana.org.uk
Helpline 0800 5999247
Malala Fund
Malala Yousafzai campaigns for girls’ rights to go to school.
www.malalafund.org
Twitter @MalalaFund
End Violence Against Women
www.endviolenceagainstwomen.org.uk
Twitter @EVAWhd
UK Feminista
This is a movement of ordinary women and men campaigning for gender
equality, offering tools and events to help you with your own campaigns.
www.ukfeminista.org.uk
@UK_Feminista
Fawcett Society
This is a campaigning organisation for women’s rights and equality – at
home, at work and in public life. Telephone: 0207 358 7004
www.fawcettsociety.org.uk
Twitter @fawcettsociety
End Victim Blaming
http://everydayvictimblaming.com
Twitter @EVB_Now
Women for Women International
Be a Sister and sponsor a woman survivor of war.
http://www.womenforwomen.org.uk

Let us know what you learn and what action you are taking next!
Twitter @WomensDayDerby

Thank you to all our partners & contributors

#BeBoldForChange #IWD2017 @WomensDayDerby

